


ASA’S STRATEGIC FOCUS 2018 & BEYOND
February 7–9, 2018  |  Paradise Island, Bahamas

AGENDA

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2018

8:30           Session One:
            Winning In The Age Of Rapid Change
-------
10:00           Networking Break
-------
10:15           Session Two:
            Identifying The Most Significant Trends
-------
12:00           Day One Concludes
-------

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2018

7:30           Session Three:
            Early Adopter And Progressive
            Business Future Needs
-------
9:30           Networking Break
-------
9:45           Session Four:
            ASA’s Strategic Focus 2018 & Beyond
-------
11:00           Day Two Concludes
-------
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#1 TAKE AWAY FOR 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING
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Building One Future is a pioneering, strategic, and holistic process that 
engages the wisdom and passions of ASA volunteers to define ASA’s future.

AGE OF RAPID CHANGE
As ASA strives to be indispensable to achieving prosperity in our industry, we acknowledge that 
disruptive technology, social shifts, political and economic headwinds, environmental and 
other trends are changing the way business is done. Leadership of the association is using this 
acknowledged disruptive environment to advance deep thinking and planning focused on 
BUILDING ONE FUTURE.

BUILDING
The process will define the strategic direction and priorities for ASA to construct its path forward.     
A foundation built from the diversity yet shared aspirations of ASA membership will be leveraged  
to identify key opportunities for ASA to create value for its members in this age of rapid change.

ONE
As the organization representing and organizing the industry under a national arm, this process 
of defining ASA’s strategic plan will be laser focused on establishing mutual alignment and 
commitment of ASA, its members, & the industry at large.

FUTURE
While the past will always be honored, the process will concentrate on creating a relevant 
tomorrow for ASA. The future of ASA members – their relevance, sustainability, and profitability   
will be at the core of the strategic planning process. Creating value for the member of the future  
will illuminate ASA’s path forward.

Thanks To Our Think Tank Participants For Kick Starting Building One Future
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•No Interest 

•Golden Knights = Safe 

• If Help Support Troops 

• Said “Yes” 

• Showed Up 

• Suited Up

•Hook Thumbs 

•Arch Back 

• Let Go & Have Fun!

•Army Values  

• Represent 1.4 Million

230 Days + A Year “Army’s 

Goodwill Ambassadors To 

World”

•Each Has Flawless Military & 

Civilian Record

World’s Best Parachute Team

Dirk

?
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TODAY

ASA members are capable 
of managing the business 
for today – the next six 
months, year, three years.

PEER INTO THE FUTURE

• Understand the trends, disruptions, and 
inflection points to navigate

• Identify the threats and opportunities

ASA VALUE PROPOSITION

• Defines the platform of value creating 
services that will lead members to a       
better future

• Become indispensible to acheiving 
prosperity

CUSTOMER (MEMBER) CENTRICITY

• Define the member of the future

• Identitfy member capabilities the                
future will require

ASA STRATEGIC PLAN

• Strategies

• Goals

• Plans

PR
EM

IS
E

MOVE BOTH THE MEMBERS AND 
THE ASSOCIATION TO THE FUTURE

Roadmap of strategic moves, offerings, & experiences to drive needed outcomes

AC
TI

ON
 IT

EM
S

NEXT DECADE

Our concern is over the 
next 10 years the ability 
to lead the  organization 
through the diruption and 
inflection points.

NEXT GENERATION

Creating a sustainable, 
relevant and profitable 
business for the next 
generation.

LEADING ASA MEMBERS TO A RELEVANT, 
SUSTAINABLE, AND PROFITBALE FUTURE



TWO THINK TANKS

Member-Distributor Business

• Key Trends – Disruptions – Opportunities 
members will face in next 10 years

• Identify the 3 to “bet on”

•  Define spectrum of ASA Members from 
Lifestyle to Entrepreneurial

November 2017 – January 2018
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WINTER MEETING

ASA Strategic Focus 2018 & Beyond

• Winning in the age of rapid change

•  Identify the most significant trends

•  Early Adopter & Progressive & 
Entrepreneurial business future needs

•  Prioritize 3 to 5 strategic initiatives

February 8–9, 2018

WORKING MEETING SEQUENCE TO DESIGN AROUND

INSIGHTS & NOTES
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DESIRED OUTCOMES

Attendee Outcomes
• Understanding of industry future
• Clearly set goals
• Moving mission forward
• Making a difference
• Sense of accomplishment
• Feeling energized
• “A seat at the table” – Part of team

ASA Outcomes
• What will be relevant in 10 years
• Clearly articulated vision
• Sense of direction to move forward
• Member directed priorities
• Engagement from volunteers
• Validated, actionable strategy

A Perfect Process Equals
• Goals – Action – Outcomes
• Identify Future Officers
• Members leaving wanting too:

• Do more for association
• Spread the word
• Motivate others to join

• Make connections with volunteers

FU
TU

RE
 O

F T
HE

 A
SS

OC
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TI
ON

STRATEGIC PLANNING

ASA Strategic Planning
• Divisional group strategic planning
• Defined strategic plan process
• Evaluate current strategy
• Define innovations needed
• 3–5 year horizon
• 1–2 year tactical plan

Q2–Q4 2018
• 3-5 Think Tank groups formed around 

prioritized Strategic Initiatives

INSIGHTS & NOTES



Thank You Think Tank Participants!

Bill Condron 
The Granite Group 
President & CEO

Don McNeeley 
Chicago Tube & Iron 

President & CEO

Paul Kennedy 
First Supply 

President, & COO

Sian Smith 
Talisker Plumbing 
General Manager

Roland Gordon 
Winsupply 

President and CFO









• Cartagena, Columbia 

• Soto Cano Air Base, 

Honduras 

• Key West, Florida

• Pentagon 

• Guantanamo Bay 

• USS George 

Washington 

• Bogata, Columbia











25 Years Of 
Working With 
Distributors

New 
Thinking





Two Strategic Days That Will 
Transform Your Business



Two Strategic Days That Will 
Transform Your Business





“This research has some of 
the greatest buzz around it 
in the seven years I’ve 
been here.” 

Erika TenEyck 
Research & Development Manager 

NAED

Reimagining the Distributor-Manufacturer 
Relationship in the Age of Innovation

A Call to Reimagine Partnerships 

Prepared By Dirk Beveridge, Founder UnleashWD

Part 3 of 5





“With the disruptive 
and constant pressure 
from all directions, 
how do we create a 
sustainable and 
relevant business?” 

Dan Blaylock 
CEO • Adams Burch



How Will Distributors Win 
In The Age Of Rapid Change?



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



We Need To Honor

The People The Struggles

The Risks The Entrepreneurialism and 
Innovations

The Lessons The Opportunity



Believe That They Are Too 
Rooted In The Past Rather 
Than Innovating For The 
Future

42%



While We Honor The Past … 
We Must Acknowledge

Inherent Inertia
Lack of movement or activity especially 

when movement or activity is wanted 
or needed



“We’re Not Learning As Fast As The World Is 
Changing.”

Distribution CEO



“Less Than 10% of Distributors Are Prepared 
Or Preparing, for The Future.”

Distribution CEO



“It Seems We’re Stuck In A Time Capsule Nothing 
Changes.”

Distribution CEO



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



Believe We Are Living In An 
Environment We Could Call 
The Age Of Disruption

76%



Believe Their 
Organization Is 
Experiencing A 
Disruption

88%





“If we don’t change we die.”

Distribution CEO



“Many Distributors Don’t Change Unless Someone 
Says We Need To Close These Branches.”

Distribution CEO



“Many Distributors Are Already Out of Business, 
They Just Don’t Know It Yet.”

Distribution CEO



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change
BC’s

1800’s

1961

2007



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change
BC’s

1800’s

1961

2007

$0 to $1 Billion in One Year



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change
BC’s

1800’s

1961

2007

“The compounding 
rate of change will 
be relentless.” 

Task Force Participant



“We’ve been through change before, is 
this really different?”

Often Heard …



“I think it’s the comprehensiveness of change. 
We’ve adapted to change over time, but it’s 
been more direct and smaller.  Now it’s 
everything is changing at the same time.  It’s 
rapid fire.”

ASA Think Tank Participant



“The change is constant and exponential.”

ASA Think Tank Participant



“This is new.  It’s absolutely unprecedented 
because its multi-dimensional.  The change is 
coming at you from all angles.”

ASA Think Tank Participant



“This is a matter of survival.  There is 
tectonic change taking place.” 

Distribution CEO



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



Progressive & 
Entrepreneurial 

Professionally Run
Early AdoptersLate AdoptersLifestyle

• Content with - have a 
level of comfort with 
where they and the 
business is at 

• Not investing in the 
future 

• Slow to react to 
market changes 

• Limited succession 
planning

• Limited financial 
budgeting and 
planning 

• Short term thinking 

• Late in adopting 
technology 

• Geographically 
defined 

• Ownership might be 
semi retired

• Long term vision and plans 

• Focus on execution 

• Capital investments for 
future endeavors 

• Invest in their people 

• Long term thinking (ROI) 

• Unique - differentiating idea 
implementation 

• Innovative culture 

• Open to sharing info 
internally and externally

• Students of business 

• Accountability to more than 
the owner 

• Go to market strategy - to 
lead in something 

• Strategic relationships 

• Perpetually prepared to seize 
market opportunities 

• In tune with their customers 

• Willingness to take risk 

• Technology and digitally 
enabled

Spectrum of Distributors In Age of Rapid Change









THE PATH TO WINNING In The Age Of Rapid Change



“We discover today 
what’s going to matter 
tomorrow, and we 
innovate into that.”

Ron Shaich 
Chairman & Co-Founder 
Para Bread





We’ll never know what the future holds, 
but if we concentrate on these five big 
themes then you begin to entertain every 
possibility

Sheryl Connelly •Futurist • Ford Motor Company
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73%
70%

64%

31%

16%

31%

21%

32%
28%

(percent of adults globally who agree)

“I have or know 
someone who has 

suffered from a 
water shortage in 

the last year.”

“I have changed my behavior in 
the last year as a direct result of 
my concerns related to water.”

India 

Brazil 

China 

Spain 

Australia 

Canada  

U.S. 

Germany  

U.K.

81%

76%

62%

48%

35%

50%

39%

54%

44%

(percent of adults globally who agree)

What if your faucet was a conservation tool?
Tired of wasting water while you wash hands or rinse dishes? Described as “the 
world’s most extreme water-saving nozzle,” Altered:Nozzle is designed to transform 
tap water into a mist that’s suitable for most household sink needs. It’s equipped 
with two settings – mist mode, which releases 0.047 gallon of water per minute, 
and super saver mode, which releases 0.32 gallon per minute. By turning water 
into mist, the nozzle provides users with greater surface area, which can then be 
adjusted per the demands of a given task. Developed in Stockholm, Altered:Nozzle is 
targeted to ship globally in December 2016.

15

1.8 billion people around the world don’t 
have access to safe water – that’s nearly 25% of 
the world’s population. 

An estimated 2/3 of the world’s 
population may face water shortages by 2025.

Water problems cause estimated annual 
economic losses of up to 

7% GDP in some countries. 

The average American consumes more than 

300 gallons of California water 
each week by eating food that was produced there.

Poor sanitation, water and hygiene 

lead to about 675,000 
premature deaths annually.

In developing countries, the burden of hauling water 
rests primarily on women and girls. In Africa and Asia, 

the average haul is roughly 3.5 miles.

In 2010, the United Nations officially declared water and sanitation to be “human rights.”

CONTENTS16

“I am more aware of drought 
and flooding concerns today 
than I was two years ago.”

of adults 
globally agree70%

What if beer took less water?
When beer company SABMiller decided to calculate its water footprint 
eight years ago, it learned that 90% of its water use went toward growing 
ingredients such as barley and hops. The company resolved to cut its 
water consumption – it now uses 3.5 liters of water on average to produce 
one liter of beer, with the goal of cutting use down to three liters by 2020. 
SABMiller is committed to working with its vendors to reduce pollution and 
minimize runoff into local rivers.

Why does this matter to Ford?
We are committed to improving our approach to sustainability in ways that 
preserve our planet. We were the first automotive company to have a water 
strategy, and we are proud to lead the industry with an “A” rating from the 
CDP, the world’s only global environmental disclosure agency. We have a 
long term goal of using zero potable water in our manufacturing processes.

What if a dry city became a leading water lab?
Averaging just four inches of rain a year, Las Vegas constantly feels the 
pinch of water conservation – and thus is leading the charge for innovation. 
It’s home to WaterStart, a small incubator that’s backed by the city, state 
and academic and private groups alike. WaterStart identifies and supports 
promising new water technologies – such as products that remove nitrates 
from well water, drones that help improve irrigation precision, and acoustic 
devices that can detect pipe leaks before they become problematic. The 
hope is that WaterStart can bring sustainable solutions not only to the 
region’s water crisis, but also the world’s – along with a bevy of jobs to 
sustain the economy.

What if your car created clean water?
In 2014, we wrote about a billboard in Peru that converted moisture in the 
air into clean drinking water. Inspired by this, Ford employee Doug Martin 
invented a system to convert the fluid leaking from a car’s air conditioner 
into clean drinking water – pumping it from a faucet in the center console 
into a filter that removes organic impurities. Martin is one of 4,500 Ford 
employees who submitted innovation ideas to push the company beyond 
its corporate goals.   

CONTENTS

Revisiting “Sustainability Blues”
In our 2014 trend book, we addressed the world’s increasing 
concerns about water. We had just witnessed devastating 
floods from a typhoon in the Philippines, debilitating 
droughts in Lima and contamination in China’s Yangtze River. 
Sadly, this trend has not subsided.

In 2015, the World Economic Forum declared the water crisis 
to be the most devastating risk to society and now, it looms 

even larger. Sri Lanka, São Paulo and the U.S. were devastated 
by floods this year. And Flint, Michigan, is a reminder that water 

contamination is as pressing an issue for developed nations as it is 
for emerging ones. 
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98% 
of kids 

who have taken 
a “gap year” agree 
the experience 
“helped me 
develop as a 
person.”

Long a tradition for students in the U.K., the 
gap year is becoming a trend among students 
in the U.S. – according to the American Gap Association, the 
number of students taking a gap year increased 22% between 
2014 and 2015. U.S. President Obama’s daughter, Malia, 
announced plans to take a gap year before attending Harvard 
in fall 2017.

“I find I am more impatient today 
than I was in the past.”

(percent of adults globally who agree)

Average time a user 

spends per day on 

Facebook, Instagram 

and Facebook 
Messenger

HOURS

MINUTES

63%
Ages 18-29

43%
Ages 45+ 

57%
Ages 30-44CONTENTS24

What if detention time is replaced with 
meditation time? 
Delinquent students at one Baltimore elementary school are no longer 
punished by spending afterschool hours counting down the minutes in a 
bleak detention room. Instead, the school has implemented a Holistic Me 
afterschool program that uses that time proactively – with activities like 
yoga, mindfulness and meditation to teach students how to manage their 
emotions. Since the launch of the program in 2014, the school reports zero 
suspensions.  

What if overtime had no place at the office? 
At Heldergroen, an ad agency near Amsterdam, the workday ends 
abruptly at 6 p.m. with the turn of a key – literally. Steel cables hoist 
the desks into the air, complete with computers, notepads and desktop 
miscellany. With the floor vacated, the space is free for yoga, dance parties 
and other activities that people are free to enjoy when they spend less 
time working and more time living. “It’s a ritual which says there is a time 
and a space to start working,” Sander Veenendaal, the firm’s creative 
director, told BBC Radio. 

What if you could save distractions for later?
Ever searched online to discover a specific piece of information you need, 
only to find yourself hours later down a highly engaging, yet nonetheless 
wholly irrelevant, rabbit hole? We’ve all been there. Pocket saves those 
delightfully distracting finds for later so you can skip the fear of missing 
out and stay focused on the task at hand while surfing the web. The app 
works across browsers, devices and operating systems to seamlessly 
collect the articles, videos and podcasts in one place. Across its 22 million 
users, over two billion articles have been saved.

“Procrastination helps me be 
more creative or productive.” 

India 

Spain  

U.K.  

Brazil 

Australia 

U.S. 

Germany 

Canada 

China 

(percent of adults globally who agree)

63%

48%

38%

34%

26%

34%

31%

35%

31%

SOMEDAYNOW LATER SOON

Why does this matter to Ford?
Each year, 160 million hours are taken up by daily commutes and traffic 
jams. Ford’s Smart Mobility efforts are designed to address this issue, 
helping turn wasted time into meaningful time for travelers.   

CONTENTS

72% of adults globally agree

Which of the following do you consider a productive use of time? 

Sleeping  

Surfing the internet 

Reading fiction  

Watching TV 

Social media 

Daydreaming

(percent of adults globally who agree)

“My definition of wasting time is different than it was in the past.”

57%

19%

24%

54%

36%

43%

CONTENTS 23

Social

Time Well Spent
Has the New York minute gone worldwide? In our on-
demand world, patience seems to be less of a virtue, 
perhaps because it’s so rarely needed. Historians don’t 
know when the notion of time was invented or who 
created it, but today’s conventional ideas about time – 
and the rules that accompany it – are often discarded. 

Time is a currency that we spend, and value, differently 
than we did in the past. Punctuality is a dying art. 
Procrastination can be a strength. And there are more 
and more ways to rationalize how we spend our time – 
rather than declaring it “wasted.”

CONTENTS22
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Social

Why Does This Matter To Ford? 
Each year, 160 million hours are 
taken up by daily commutes and 
traffic jams.  Ford’s Smart 
Mobility efforts are designed to 
address this issue, helping turn 
wasted time into meaningful time 
for travelers.







ASA  
Mega Trends



Prominent Technology Winds
• Moore’s Law 

• Ubiquitous Connection 

• Compete Transparency 

• Changing Customer Buying Habits 

• Product Technology Advancements 

• Non-Traditional Competition 

• Data and Analytics 

• Legacy Systems Provide Negative Inertia

“The opportunity, costs, 
and investment are 
massive.”



• Changing & Diversity In Demographics 

• Increase desire for work life balance 

• Move towards doing something good - 
beyond profit (view of money) 

• Experiences over materialism 

• Apathy For Our Industry 

• Labor - Skilled Trades Shortage 

• Social Movements 

• Sustainability 

• Rise Of Social Media

Prominent Social Winds
“Here is a USA Today 
article citing only 3% of 
middle and high school 
students want to go into 
the trades.  We must 
realize if we don’t get 
plumbers that can 
significantly impact 
distribution.”



Prominent Economic Winds
Societal Shifts Competitive Shifts Macro Economic 

Shifts

•$30 trillion changing 
hands in next 20 
years 

•Next generation not 
placing as much 
importance on money 

•Shift of demand 
metrics - Smaller 
homes, building 
methods, remote 
working

•Globalization - 
Mobilization of 
Markets - Few 
Sourcing Limitations 

•Consolidations - 
Concentration Of 
Buying Power 

•Reduced barriers to 
entry 

•Maturing Industry

•Increasing Debt 

•Increase In Cost Of 
Capital 

•Increase In 
Regulation Pressures 
(Decrease next 3 
Years) 

•Tax Policy 

•2030 Depression



• Sustainability 

• Climate Change 

• Water As A Scarce Resource 

• Food Supply 

• Fossil Fuels 

• 500 Year Disasters 
Occurring More Frequently

Prominent Environmental Winds
“I don’t think anyone 
would argue that the 
environment is going to 
be an issue thats going 
to dominate the 
discussion over the next 
40 years.  And we sit 
right in the center of the 
possibility of helping 
drive that change.”



• Regulatory Environment 

• Polarization 

• Whiplash From One Action/Policy To Next 

• Threat to Capitalism & Move Towards socialism 

• Globalism 

• Political Policy (i.e. Tax, Health, Trade, Immigration) 

• One Upsmanship

Prominent Political Winds





Most of us know that there are lots of 
forces outside our control that have the 
potential to impact our companies in the 
long-term. We need to understand these 
forces, these trends, potential new 
competitors, anticipate their impact and 
be proactive in transforming our business 
if we're going to succeed in the future.  

Kathy Mazzerella, CEO 
Graybar



Prominent Environmental Winds
• Government Changing 

Regulations 

• Customer & Employee 
Sentiment Toward 
Environment 

• Construction Needs 
Change To Meet 
Environmental 
Challenges 

• Products Will Ned To Be 
Redesigned

• Sustainability 

• Climate Change 

• Water As A Scarce Resource 

• Food Supply 

• Fossil Fuels 

• 500 Year Disasters 
Occurring More Frequently



Prominent Social Winds
• Relationships Don’t Matter 

• Possibility Of Losing Control Of 
Our Brand 

• Perceptions Of Trades 

• Staffing The Business With 
Required Talent & Skills 

• Evolution of Workplace Practices 
To Attract Next Generation 

• Capitalism & Entrepreneruialism 
Demonized

• Changing & Diversity In Demographics 

• Increase desire for work life balance 

• Move towards doing something good - 
beyond profit (view of money) 

• Experiences over materialism 

• Apathy For Our Industry 

• Labor - Skilled Trades Shortage 

• Social Movements 

• Sustainability 

• Rise Of Social Media



Being a leader of today’s distribution 
businesses isn’t just about managing for 

today’s results.  It’s about motivating 
and innovating to get the most out of 
your people and the rapidly changing 

landscape.” 

L.T. Gibson 
CEO 

U.S. LBM







PRIORITIZING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TRENDS:  MY INDIVIDUAL THOUGHTS

PLACING A BET ON TRENDS 
If I were to place a bet on identifying the most significant trends that will change the 
way ASA members will do business in the future, what are the trends that I’d bet on?

Trend #1: Trend #3:

Why this trend? Why this trend?

What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business? What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business?

Trend #2: Trend #4:

Why this trend? Why this trend?

What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business? What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business?
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Trend #5: Trend #7:

Why this trend? Why this trend?

What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business? What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business?

Trend #6: Trend #8:

Why this trend? Why this trend?

What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business? What Implication(s) will this trend have on our business?






